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Multiple Casualty Incidents
FDNY MCI Response Units

- MAJOR EMERGENCY RESPONSE VEHICLE (MERV)
- MOBILE RESPIRATORY TREATMENT UNIT (MRTU)
- MEDICAL EVACUATION TRANSPORTATION UNIT (METU)
Major Emergency Response Vehicle (MERV)

- Multiple Patient Treatment Unit
- Can hold 4 full gurneys
- 20 ambulatory patients
Mobile Respiratory Treatment Unit (MRTU)

- OXYGEN ADMINISTRATION
- 32 PATIENTS REQUIRING OXYGEN
- PREDOMINANTLY FOR FIRE CONDITIONS – SMOKE INHALATION
- DISPATCHED ON ANY HIGH RISE FIRE OR 3RD ALARM OR GREATER
Medical Evacuation Transportation Unit (METU)

- EVACUATION OF NON-AMBULATORY PATIENTS (NURSING HOMES, BARIATRIC)
- 24 SUPINE PATIENTS, STACKED
- 32 SEATED PATIENTS
- 10 WHEEL CHAIR BOUND PATIENTS
Specialty Response Units

- RESCUE PARAMEDICS (11 UNITS)
- HAZTAC UNITS (28 UNITS)
- LOGISTICAL SUPPORT UNITS (LSU)
Rescue Paramedics

- Specialty trained for the confined space environment
- Trained to the hazmat technician and rescue technician levels
- 11 units deployed at any given time
- Special rescue protocols
  - Confined space environment
  - High angle rescue
  - Trench rescue
HazTac
(Hazardous Materials Tactical)

- ATTACHED TO HAZMAT BATTALION
- HAZARDOUS MATERIALS RESPONSE
- TRAINED TO THE LEVEL OF HAZMAT TECHNICIAN LEVEL
- ABLE TO PROVIDE MEDICAL CARE AND DECONTAMINATION IN HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS
- EBOLA RESPONSE – PPE (LEVEL B WITH PAPR)
- 28 TOTAL UNITS (10 ALS, 18 BLS)
- 2 HAZTAC OFFICERS DEPLOYED AT ANY GIVEN TIME
- SPECIALTY PROTOCOLS
Logistical Support Unit (LSU)

- **MEDICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT FOR MCI SITUATIONS**
- **DISPATCHED TO MCIS**